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- chance for the introduction of slavery in the new Territories ; the 

plan to purchase Cuba had fallen through ; the slave power in Congress 

was fast being outnumbered by the free-soil supporters; the three 

hundred and fifty thousand slaveholders of the South saw that they 
would soon be no match in politics or power for the freeholders of 
the North; soon the South must submit to the will of the majority. 

Feeling as they did; believing, as they had always been taught to 
believe, in the supreme right of the State to say what it wanted and 

what it would have; seeing the power slipping away from them and 
thinking that without slave labor ruin was certain to come upon them, 
it is scarcely to be wondered at that the leaders in the South tried 
first to force things in their favor, and, failing in this, threatened to 
withdraw from ane Union whenever they saw fit. 

For years their hold upon the Government, aided by ite selfish 
desire of people in the North to avoid all trouble and annoyance had 
given the Southern leaders “the say” in national affairs. It was 
these leaders who had brought about the purchase of the vast. 

territory of Louisiana in 1803; they had insisted on the slavery . 
line in the Missouri Compromise in 1820; they had. demanded the 
annexation of Texas in 1845; they had put into effect the cruel 
Fugitive Slave Law of 1850; they had forced the unwilling and 
fatal “ squatter sovereignty ” clause into the Kansas-Nebraska, bill of 
1854; they had attempted to bring about the acquisition of Cuba in 
1854; they had forced from the Supreme Court the decision that it 
was the duty of Congress to protect slavery in the territories (known 
as the “Dred Scott Decision” of 1856); they had sought, as a. 
desperate measure of safety, to reintroduce the horrible African 

Slave Trade in 1859, and, as a final move, they had asserted in 1860 
their determination to leave the Union — to “ secede ” — unless 
they obtained their “ rights.” 

But the leaders of the North were growing each year more and 
more determined. To be sure the people did not pay very much 
attention to all this talk; they were too busy about their own


